INTRODUCTION
Bueckner's weight function concept (refs. 1 and 2) has proven to be a useful tool for elastic crack analysis. The weight function is a function of specimen (or structure) and crag. onfigurations only and is independent of the load system. If an expression for the weight function is available, the stress intensity factor for any load system may be computed from the stress distribution in the.uncracked body by simple integration. In presenting this concept Bueckner used the example of a strip with a single edge crack, which is a common test-specimen configuration and which also has application to real-world structural problems. He presented (ref.
2) a simple expression for the weight function for this configuration which is useful for relative crack lengths from zero to one-half. Rice (ref. 3) showed that weight functions can be calculated from crack surface displacements and stress intensity factors. Thus, if the stress intensity factor and the complete crack displacement solution are available for a given cracked-body configuration under one loading condition (say, simple tension), the weight function can be computed. This configuration and loading is usually called the reference solution.
At about the same time, this author (ref. 4) proposed that the opening shape of an edge crack could be approximated by a conic section. In the present paper, the conic section approximation is used to develop a closed-form expression for the weight function which is valid for all values of relative crack length, i.e., from zero to unity. 
where a = a/W is the relative crack length and Y = KI /a VaT is the dimensionless stress intensity factor coefficient. Thus the weight function can be computed if we know how the conic section and stress intensity factor coefficients vary with relative crack length for one form of loading, say, simple tension.
Values of the conic section coefficient are compuated as follows. Equation (5) of reference 4 gives the relationship between stress intensity factor, crack mouth displacement, and conic section coefficient as E'no /aa = 2YU2 + m)/*11/2
Thus if stress intensity and mouth displacement are known, the conic section coefficient can readily be determined. Since the tip radius of an opened crack is proportional to the square of the stress intensity factor, this approach is equivalent to fitting a conic section to the opened crack shape at the mouth and at the tip.
In order to determine values of the conic section coefficient, values for the stress intensity and crack mouth displacement were taken from the litera- 
Values of the conic section coefficient were computed from the results of references F to 7 using equation (5) of reference 4, which was given earlier.
A polynomial in terms of relative crack length was derived from these coefficients as follows. First, the conic section coefficients were put into finite form and a polynomial fit by the method of least squares. Then the polynomial coefficients were adjusted by trial and error to provide the correct magnitude and slope at each extreme. The resulting polynomial is m(1 - 
The polynomial is everywhere finite, has the correct magnitudes and slopes at the extremities, is within 1 percent of the reference values, and is shown in figure 2 .
Finally a wide-range expression for the stress intensity coefficient for tension is needed, and Benthem and Koiter's (ref. 
The term in brackets is the coefficient tabulated in reference 7 and agrees with the tabulations within 0.001. Now having wide-range expressions for the conic section and stress intensity coefficients, the calculation of weight functions is straightforward.
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Once the weight function has been determined, the stress intensity factor for any loading can be determined by simple integration, as K I 2/* 0 p (x/ a ) N(x/a) x -112 dx (6) where p(x/a) is the stress distribution over the crack location in the untracked body.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Weight function values computed from equations (3) figure 3(a) , the differences are significant, as can be seen in figure 3(b) .* The conic-section displacements agree with Wigglesworth's at the crack tip and mouth, but are larger in between. They are smaller than Bueckner's at the tip and mouth but, again, are larger in between. Similar small but consistent differences can also be found in the weight functions themselves (see table I ). The conic-section weight functions are almost everywhere larger than Bueckner's for x < 0.40 and smaller for x < 0.45. These small unidirectional errors do not average out when the weiqht function is integrated to determine a stress intensity factor. For example, the stress intensity coefficient at x • 0, when calculated by integration, is 1.1413 (table II) . This compares with the value 1.122 from which the conic section coefficient was calculated. The conic section model is obviously not self-similar.
In figure 3(b) , the conic-section model and Petroski and Achenbach's model provide at best onl y a rough approximation of the crack profile. Both models are essentially two-parameter representations. It seems doubtful that any twoparameter representation could closelj match the Bueckner or Wigglesworth crack profiles. Although more elaborate models could be constructed, the effort may not be warranted. Either method may be adequate for most engineering applications. The choice of method will most likely depend on the information available for the reference problem.
SUMARY OF RESULTS
A closed-form expression is given for thi weight function for a strip with a single edge crack. The expression is valid for relative crack lenghts from zero to unity. Computed weight functions are within 4 percent of reference values for relative crack lengths of one-half and less. Computed etress intensity coefficients are within 1.8 percent (tension) and 2.7 percent (bending) of reference values for relative crack lengths from zero to unity. Crack mouth opening displacement coefficients are within 2.1 percent of reference values for relative crack lengths of 0.8 and less. This paper and (ref. 8) each present methods for developing approximate weight functions. Each assumes a form for the crack opening displacements. Neither method appears to have an overwhelming advantage, and the choice may depend on the problem to be solved and the available information.
*The special form of the displacement coefficient used in figure 3(b) de:-.erves comment. It can be shown that
Thus the form used in figure 3(b) is particularly useful since the intercept at x/a -0 is proportional to the stress intensity factor and the intercept at x/a -1 is the crack mouth displacement. In this way, two significant features of the opening shape may be clearly seen on the same plot. 
